pi-H...O hydrogen bonds: multicenter covalent pi-H interaction acts as the proton-donating system.
The MP2 method and the Pople-style basis sets 6-311++G(d,p), 6-311++G(2df,2pd), and 6-311++G(3df,3pd) were used to perform calculations on H3O+...C2H2 and C2H3+...C2H2 complexes and related species. Hydrogen bonds existing for the analyzed complexes were investigated as well as related pi-H...O --> pi...H-O and pi-H...pi --> pi...H-pi proton-transfer processes. For some of the complexes analyzed the multicenter pi-H interaction possessing the properties of a covalent bond acts as a proton donor; more generally it is classified as the Lewis acid. The quantum theory of "atoms in molecules" (QTAIM) was also applied to deepen the nature of these interactions in terms of characteristics of bond critical points. The pi-H...O, O-H...pi, and pi-H...pi interactions analyzed here may be classified as hydrogen bonds since their characteristics are the same as or at least similar to those of typical hydrogen bonds. H...pi interactions are common in crystal structures of organic and organometallic compounds. The analyses performed here show a continuum of such interactions since there are H...pi contacts possessing the characteristics of weak intermolecular interactions on the one hand and pi-H multicenter covalent bonds on the other. Ab initio and QTAIM results support the latter statements.